






20 June 2016

Weatherdock Reference

To whom it may concern:

Please accept this letter as my personal and professional endorsement of 
Weatherdock AG in Germany as an outstanding business partner. 

The Weatherdock products range is developed and manufactured to the highest of 
standards, not just their Search and Rescue transmitters but also their AIS based 
VHF locators. After working for a couple of the biggest global Navigation 
manufacturers I can confirm that Weatherdock’s standards match, if not are higher,  
than those internationally renown brands.

Since my earliest involvement with Weatherdock, I have found their company and 
the products to be world class in many ways. Their representation of Weatherdock 
products to our mutual customer base has always been fair, courteous and above 
all, professional in every respect. Weatherdock ’s partnership with Pinpoint 
Electronics Limited is exemplary of the model to which we would like all dealers to 
aspire.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like a verbal reference.

Your sincerely,

Sally Dale
Managing Director
PINPOINT 
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28th May 2016 
To whom it may concern 
 
 

Recommendation 
 
 
Herewith we, techAF, Pretoria, South Africa are writing to recommend the product 
 

vmsTRACK from the company Weatherdock AG in Germany 
 
for locating, monitoring and rescue purposes for the fishing market. 
 
The vmsTRACK system is now in its fourth year of full-time usage in fishing villages in South 
Africa and we and our customers are totally satisfied with the performance of the product. 
In our experience it adds exceptional value to vessel management and safety in general, but 
it excels in enhancing the management, productivity and safety of especially small-scale 
fishing operations in remote locations. 
 
It is reliable and has a very long battery life before recharging is required. The high output 
power provides reliable reception of position reports and alert messages even over 
extended distances. 
 
It is especially suitable for carry-on applications, where it is difficult or preferred to not 
install the locators on vessels permanently. 
 
During the six years that we have been working with Weatherdock we have come to rely on 
and appreciate the support we have received from them.  
 
Please also listen to the direct testimony of actual users during an independent news 
recording, available at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETp7SvrXBgA 
 
I can recommend the product for all similar applications around the world.  
 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Jurgens Schoeman 
CEO techAF 
Pretoria 
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